Create your very own

MAGICAL PIXIE
DUST LAMP
and fill your room with the warm
glow of pixie dust!
Bring the magic of Pixie Hollow into your home!
You Will Need:
1 Mason jar with a lid.
1 LED flicker candle.

Velcro with an
adhesive back.

A little pixie dust
(glitter)

Non toxic spray
adhesive

Directions: Have an adult help you with this activity!
Step 1 - Take your mason jar outside and carefully spray the inside with non
toxic adhesive spray. Be sure to fully coat the whole inside of the jar.
Step 2 - Add 2 full tablespoons of iridescent (semi transparent) glitter to
the jar.
Step 3 - Attach the lid and shake well until the glitter fully coats the inside
of your jar. Then, remove the lid and set your jar aside to dry.
Step 4 - Attach your LED candle to the inside of the lid with sticky back
velcro. This will allow you to remove and turn your candle on and off
whenever you want.
Step 5 - Switch on your LED candle, attach it to the lid, and then attach
your lid to the jar. Then, place the jar lid-side down in a special place in
your room.

Turn off the lights and enjoy the magical
flickering glow of your new pixie dust lamp!
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PIRATE CRAFTS
Clever crafts for
swashbuckling fun!

Paper Pirate Hat!
Show them who’s captain by fashioning
yourself this unique pirate hat!

Roll-up Paper Sword!
Lead your crew by crafting a clever sword
like the one pictured here. En garde!

Print friendly templates and detailed
instructions on the following pages »
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FOLD»

Paper Pirate

HAT

You Will Need: Thick paper,
Clear tape, Scissors.
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Directions: Print this
template out on thick paper.
Place a piece of clear tape
along the center fold line
on the back side for
reinforcement. Have an
adult help you cut along
the outside and center
dashed lines. Adjust
the length of the
center line according
to head size. Fold
down the center
and place on
your head! Add
black glitter or
gemstones for
extra sparkle!
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Handle

Paper Roll-up

Hilt

SWORD

Security Wrap

Ro
ll

To make the sword tube: Use two full pages of newspaper.
Roll diagonally, then tape to secure.

Sword Tube
To make the handle: Flatten about one third of the sword tube
from the top. Bend the top of the flattened edge down towards
the sword tube, then tape to secure.
To make the hilt: Have an adult help you cut out the hilt from
this page along the dashed lines. (For a thicker hilt, glue this
page to a piece of cardboard before cutting.) Slide up the sword
tube till it reaches the bottom of the handle, then wrap the red
security band below it and tape to secure.
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